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ABSTRACT

High gain (10 db) low-noise amplification (1.6 db)

over a 201percent bandwidth has been achieved with a single

diode mount. At the present time, two such mounts are being

cascaded to determine what overall performance can be

achieved over a 40percent bandwidth. Amplification over

a 40 percent bandwidth has been obtained from a balanced-

diode mount. The noise factor of this amplifier is about

2.5 db at 25Q0 Mc however, it is hoped that, through the

use of diodes With higher cut-off frequencies, this noise

figure can be reduced to less than 2 db.



I. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Contract NObsr-87556, Project SR008-O3-0,

Task 9391, requires that research and development effort

be conducted in the field of low-noise amplifiers with

emphasis on four sample devices having the following

specifications:

Frequency Within S-band (2 to 4 Gc)

Gain 15 db (minimum)

Bandwidth 40 percent (minimum)

Noise Factor 2 db (maximum)

Dynamic Power Range 70 db

Cryostatic Cooling None



II. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

A. SINGLEDIODE MOUNT

During the past quarter, engineering effort on

the single-diode mount has progressed well. Figure 1

illustrates the gain, bandwidth, and noise figure of a
single~stage mount that used a Microwave Associates diode.

This data indicates that gain over a 40perdent bandwidth
could be achieved with four such stages arranged in two

cascaded pairs, Each pair would be stagger-tuned to cover

the 2 to 3 Oc range.

The gain-bandwidth product described by Figure 1

is the largest yet obtained from a single-diode mount built

at AIL. The most significant factors producing this wide-

band performance resulted from the use of:

1. Double-section X/4 transformer in the

signal circuit,

2. Double-tuned signal circuit,

3. Wide-band circulator.

At present, effort is being directed toward build-

ing another stage with a 500-Mc bandwidth centered at about

2950 Mc. Figure 2 shows the type of performance that could

be expected if two such stages were cascaded with staggered

center frequencies. Figure 3 shows how the amplifiers

could be connected. Generally, lower frequency range

amplifiers (2.0 to 2.5 Gc) will have a lower noise figure

than the higher range (2.5 to 3.0 Gc) because noise factor

is proportional to

l+

where

fl signal frequency,

r2 = idler frequency.
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To the second-stage noise figure must be added the first

stage circulator loss and any reflection loss occurring in

the amplifier itself. Therefore the amplifier of the low

frequency range would be used as the second stage so that

the overall noise figure would be relatively constant as a

function of frequency. The extreme case occurs at 2.0 Gc.

At this point, the overall noise factor, assuming perfect

reflection (0 db) by the first stage, would be:

1.4 + 0.6 _2.0 db

where

1.4 noise factor of second stage,

0.6 = loss through first-stage circulatori

At 3.0 Gc, the overall noise factor would be about equal to

the first-stage noise factor Since the gain of this stage

is relatively high. Assuming a linear increase in noise

factor with frequency, an overall noise figure of about

2 db could be expected.

Further tests will be made on the single-diode

mount to widen its bandwidth by using a lower-impedance

idler-return stub. This would lower the Q of the circuit

and provide wider bandwidth capabilities at the expense of

a slight decrease in gain-bandwidth product.

B. BALANCED-DIODE MOUNT

Gain (4 db) over a 40percent bandwidth (2 to 3 Go)

has been achieved with a modified balanced diode mount that

has double-tuning in the signal circuit. However, further

improvements must be made to reduce the noise factor

(2.5 db) of this amplifier.
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Generally, when trying to achieve wide-band

amplification, all stray capacitances must be reduced to a

minimum. Therefore, the idler cavity of the balanced-diode

mount was enlarged in the vicinity of the diodes to reduce

the capacitive loading.

in addition, double-tuning was used in the signal

circuit. Figure 4 shows two response curves obtained from

the balanced-diode mount. A spot noise factor was measured

at 2.5 Gc under both high and low gain pumping conditionSi

Since the observed 1.5-db noise factor at 2.5 Gc seems to be

below the 2 db specified by the contract, the solution

appears to be to construct several identical stages to

raise the gain. However, the contribution of each stage

of a cascade to the overall noise factor must be considered.

The overall noise factor of a series of amplifiers is

F2-i F3-l Fn-1
F F+ + +Fin =1 -~ 1 -2

If a large number of identical amplifiers, each having the

same noise factor and gain, were cascaded, it can be shown

that this overall noise factor expression reduces to

GIFI-1

Foverall Gil

where

G1 = gain of each amplifier as a power ratio,

F = noise factor of each amplifier as a
power ratio,

Fo noise factor of an infinite cascade of
vthe same amplifier.
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Thus, the use of, for example, five cascaded 3-db gain stages,

each having a li.5-db noise factor, would yield an acceptable

gain; however, the overall noise factor would be far greater

(2.6 db) than the noise factor of each individual stage. The

increase in noise factor between the high- and low-gain curves

Shown in Figure 4 is caused by "anomalous reverse current" in

the varactor diodes (Appendix). Anomalous current, a phenome

non usually associated with large pumping voltages, can

severely degrade noise factor because of the high resultant

peak forward and reverse currents, which, in turn, produce

added shot noise.

The presence of anomalous Current is not easily

detected because only average diode current can be measured.

Quite often, the average current is zero while high peak cur-

rents are existing. The presence of anomalous current is

obvious in our investigation because Of the significant noise

factor increase in raising the gain of the signal only 1 db.

Future effort on the balanced-diode mount will be

directed toward lowering the noise factor by using diodes

with higher cut-off frequenciesi An attempt will also be

made to raise the gain-bandwidth product further, by using

diodes with greater nonlinearity ratios.

C. VARACTOR DIODES

During the past quarter, SOLRAC varactors and

Microwave Associates varactors have been used in the bal-

anced-and unbalanced-diode mounts. Generally, the Microwave

Associates diode appears to be the better diode for broad-

band low-noiSe applications; however, the parasitic case

capacitance of this diode seems to be a limiting factor.

At the present time, Microwave Associates is conducting a

program for the fabrication of ten sample varactor diodes

that have lower case capacitances and high cut-off fre-
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quencies. It is hoped that these diodes will enhance the

present performance of the balancedldiode mount.

Thus far, the SOLRAC diode has not yielded a

significant amount of gain or bandwidth. Therefore, in View

Of the encouraging results obtained from the Microwave

Associates diode, only limited engineering effort will be

expended on the SOLeAC diode.
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III. CONCLUSIONS

In view of the practical data obtained during the

last quarter, it now appears that neither the mount nor the

Circulators are limiting further increases in bandwidth and

gain and reductions in noise factor. The varactor diode

itself is the limitationi Fortunately, Microwave Associates

is aware of this problem and has volunteered their coopera-
tion in improving varactor performance through whatever sug-

gestions we can offer.
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IV. PROGRAM FOR NEXT INTERVAL

Engineering effort during the next quarter will

be directed toward evaluating the noise factor and gain of

a staggered pair of single-diode mounts over a 40-percent

bandwidth. In addition, the performance of ten sample low

capacitance high cut-off frequency varactor diodes will be

evaluated using the balanced-diode mount.

8
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